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Promoting an interactive and healthy learning
environment with BenQ
***
BenQ's interactive whiteboards offer protect thanks to
germ-resistant screen surface and touch pens
Oberhausen, 19 May 2022 – BenQ, the education expert, will be presenting its
solutions specially developed for the education sector to create an interactive, healthy
learning environment from 07 to 11 June at didacta in Cologne. In line with its motto
#ZUKUNFTSTARTEN, everyone who wants to embark on the digital education path
can experience BenQ's practice-oriented products live at stand A069 in hall 6.1. The
largest trade fair for education is the ideal platform to find out about the possibilities
of the digital transformation and to receive individual advice. BenQ will present its
latest germ-resistant RM03 series Interactive Boards as well as demonstrating the
advantages of wireless presenting with the innovative BenQ InstaShare Button Set
TZY31 and providing valuable tips for inspiring use.
BenQ RM03 series: Innovative technologies and intuitive operation
The RM8603 (86"), RM7503 (75") and RM6503 (65") interactive whiteboards facilitate
digital classroom design thanks to intuitive operation and innovative technologies. With
their pre-installed, practice-oriented software, integrated speakers, microphones and
extensive connections, the 4K UHD displays are also ideally positioned for video
conferencing. In addition to the screen surface, the touch pens supplied with the
interactive boards have, for the first time, also been manufactured with a germ-resistant,
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durable silver-ion coating. With this, BenQ adds another feature to its wide range of
ClassroomCare® technologies, which serve to prevent germs, improve air quality and
protect the eyes, putting the focus on the teachers’ and pupils’ health.
BenQ InstaShare Button Set: For wireless screen sharing
For the first time at didacta 2022, BenQ will present its latest InstaShare Button
solution TZY31 for wireless screen sharing with just one click. The button connects
conveniently via USB-C to a camera, notebook, smartphone or tablet and wirelessly
shares the screen content of up to 9 participants via the large-format BenQ display at
the touch of a button. This enables exciting lesson design and invites pupils in the
classroom to actively participate.
For more information on BenQ Education solutions,
https://www.benq.eu/de-de/campaign/digitaleducation.html
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Personal appointments for talks at didacta in Cologne can be arranged in advance via
the following contact details:
Markus Wey
Pre-Sales Manager B2B
BenQ Deutschland GmbH
+49 151 402420 74 (mobile)
Markus.Wey@BenQ.com



BenQ B2B short profile
BenQ is one of the world's leading manufacturers in the field of digital display and projection technology. The
B2B portfolio consists of innovative complete solutions for the modern working world as well as for digital
schools - paired with comprehensive services, competent advice and individual training. User-oriented solutions
for visualising and editing digital content open up completely new possibilities for collaboration for companies
and educational institutions. With BenQ solutions for displays, projectors and presentation systems,
collaborative, creative and efficient meetings are easy to implement. Teaching in the digital classroom becomes
more effective and inspiring with BenQ's easy-to-use interactive whiteboards, ultra-short-throw projectors and
presentation solutions. For more information, visit www.BenQ.de/Business

